
Choreography Notes - Thursday

Opening
Scarlett: Better smiling, you could even

Rory: This is the third time I’ve told you this. Do NOT walk in front of Spongebob when
you get onstage from the aisle!!!

No Control
Colton: You forgot, then remembered, then it was too late for your 3 poses!!! See me if
you need to go over it!

Aaliyah and Charlie: Please split center after Sandy’s slideshow.

BFF
Charlie and Reese: If Charlie can actually fall into Reese’s arms I would really love it.
Tonight you did a weird thing…

BFF Letters: This was way better! Still could be 10x more!!!

Going Gets Tough
Kate, Liam, Abigail, Colton: You did the first chorus perfectly!!...then the second time it
was wrong:((

ALL: YOU ALL NEED TO PERFORM AT THIS LEVEL EVEN WHEN THERE'S NOT
AN AUDIENCE!!!!!!

Matteo: This was the best you’ve ever done this!!!

Simple Sponge
Colton: The hand stretching bit doesn’t work if you don’t stretch so we can see your
whole hand!!!

Hero Is My Middle
Charlie, Reese, Aaliyah: YOU DIDN’T START CENTER!!! I'M GONNA CRYYYY

Super Sea Star Savior
ALL: This is getting better and better!  You still need to sell it with your faces
more….excluding Reese.



Tomorrow Is
Aiden: It’s okay that you were late, it happens! Next time, just try to find a better
moment to enter the stage. Like when there’s a formation change:)

Poor Pirates
ALL: This number is so fun!  It has great intensity! I can’t wait to see you interact with
real audience members tonight!

Bikini Bottom Boogie
Electric Skates Fans: Make actual noise when the Electric Skates enter.

Not A Loser
Rory: You were early for the kick line. You gotta count!!

The show is so much fun to watch!  I’m confident you will have the best run
yet!  Break all your legs!!! XOXO


